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Religious Emphasis Week Begins February 6 
Mid-Winter Dance Will Be 
Presented February 10-11 
Woody Herman's Music 
To Highlight Event 
Woody Herman and His Third Herd will be the feature 
■ attraction of the Midwinters Ball sponsored by the Cen- 
tral Dance Association, February 10 and il in the college 
dining hall. 
Tickets will go on sale short- 
ly. Block tickets for both 
dances will be $7.00. Individual 
tickets for Friday night will sell 
' for $3.50 while those for Satur- 
day night will be $4.00. Ducats 
for the stags will be $3.00 Fri- 
day and $3.50 Saturday. 
There will be a concert by 
Herman's aggregation on Fri- 
-   day   afternoon   in   the   dining 
hall.   Tickets   will   be     fifty 
cents per person for the hour 
and  a  half  show  which will 
start at 3:00 p. m. 
Billboard   magazine   recently 
voted   Woody   Herman's     band 
the number two band in the na- 
tion.    As audiences in town af- 
ter town, city    after    city,    in 
dance   halls   and    concert  halls 
"hear THE THIRD HERD,    the 
concensus   is   that   here   is   the 
best band of them all. 
Kappa Phi Kappa 
Holds Annual 
Christmas Dinner 
Beta Nu Chapter of Kappa 
Phi Kappa, national honorary 
fraternity in professional educa- 
tion, held a Christmas dinner at 
the Clemson House on Decem- 
ber 16, 1955. Presiding at the 
meeting was A. U. Priester, 
chapter .president, 
. The feature of the dinner was 
the showing of the N.E.A. film 
of school life, "Mike Makes His 
Mark." During the business 
session eight new members were 
received:     six     undergraduates 
Capitol records, quick to sense]!£*     two   cf^l    Saffi" 
the value of this new and exciPJ?"^   *rf, S*ntaE*   Johns0n' 
ing band, has signed Woody to 
an exclusive recording contract. 
Columbia has issued an album 
saluting all three Herds and 
many applications have lauded 
Woody for bringing back danc- 
'ing. 
When    Woody   decided    to 
reenter the musical field with 
the     formation   of   the   Third 
Herd, times were Tiard.    The 
music business was  at a low 
ebb  and  it was hard  to find 
work enough to keep working 
steadily. 
Slowly  he   gathered  the  men 
he wanted.     The "Four Broth- 
ers"   sound   was  preserved   and 
the band was aimed at dancers 
and designed to play good dance 
music   and   good   jazz   as   well. 
Gradually,  as the colleges    and 
universities got to hear the band, 
it became more and more popu- 
lar. 
It   takes   a  long    time     to 
build   a  good  band.  Working 
and   living   together   on   the 
road   and     playing     together 
every   night   presents   a   tre- 
mendous       psychological     as 
well as musical problem. The 
magnificent work of a trom- 
bone  or   a  saxophone   section 
like   Woody   has   now   cannot 
come   about     overnight.       It 
takes time  and it takes    pa- 
tience and cooperation. 
I   Now, well launched into    the 
leadership of the band business 
for the    fourth    time,    Woody 
Herman is  again proving  it  is 
possible  to  play  good  jazz  and 
please crowds of people.    Today 
all the band business is talking 
J (Continued on page 3) 
Rock Hill; W. Steve Harley, 
North Augusta; W. C. Gunter, 
Wagener; W. F. Holladay, Mo- 
bile, Alabama; Barney C. Aus- 
tin, Greenville; Don C. Gallup, 
Sumter; 
Also, Mr. H. G- Hollings- 
worth, principal of Seneca High 
School, and Mr. W. L. Lynch, 
principal of Seneca Junior High 
School. W. V. Butler, chapter 
secretary, issued membership 
keys  to  the  initiates. 
Wives of several members of 
the chapter were guests at the 
dinner. 
Enloe Speaks At 
Ceramic Meeting 
The Clemson College Chapter 
of the American Ceramic Socie- 
ty held its bi-monthly meeting 
Tuesday, January 10, in Olin 
Hall. The group heard Mr. S. 
W. Enloe, Jr., from the Harris 
Clay Company of Spruce Pine, 
North Carolina, speak in the 
mining and processing of clay. 
A business meeting was held 
following the talk and amend- 
ments to the constitution were 
discussed and "passed. Prelim- 
inary plans were made for the 
project by the ceramics stu- 
dents in the Engineering Fair 
to be held soon. The Ameri- 
can Ceramic Society National 
Convention, which is to be held 
in New York City during April 
of this year, was discussed, and 
arrangements begun for student 
participation in this convention. 
Soph Y Council 
Elects Officers 
The Sophomore YMCA Coun- 
cil recently held a meeting at 
which the new officers for the 
coming semester were elected. 
The following are the new offi- 
cers: President, Francis ■ Holla- 
day; vice-president, Bill All- 
good; secretary, Bill Nettles; 
treasurer, John Braid; chaplain. 
John Spearman; and reporter, 
John Brown. 
The following old officers 
will fill out their terms, which 
expire at the end of this semes- 
ter: President, C. G. Hughes; 
vice-president, Bob Carlisle: 
secretary, Gene Dempsey; treas- 
urer, Wayne Mack; ■ chaplain, 
Hugh McLaurin; and reporter, 
Bill Nettles. 
The Sophomore "Y" Council 
has recently completed its lat- 
est project, the sale of Christ- 
mas cards, the proceeds of 
which will go to the YMCA's 
World Service. 
NOTICE! 
Students are reminded that 
loans may be obtained from 
the student loan fund imme- 
diately after supper, Monday' 
through Friday, in the Visi- 
tors' Lounge. 
WOODY HERMAN 
Introduction To Industrial 
Life Theme Of New Seminar 
A new plan designed to ^ye Clemson students an in- 
troduction to the industrial life awaiting them after 
graduation will be inaugurated here on Tuesday night. 
Eight  chemical   engineering 
Arnold Air Society 
Visits Texas Air Bases 
At twelve o'clock on Sun- 
day, January 8, the Arnold Air 
Society, accompanied by Major 
Newman and Captain Harris, 
left Donaldson Air Force Base 
for a trip to San Antonio, Texas. 
The group arrived at Kelly Air 
Force Base Sunday night, whe*re 
they spent the night. 
Early Monday morning the 
group left by plane again for 
Hondo Air Base, which is a 
Primary Flying Training Air 
Base. The morning was spent 
on a guided tour of the base, 
during which the group ob- 
served first hand the basic 
training which the second lieu- 
tenant receives while in pilot 
training. 
After a flight back to Kelly 
Air Force Base, the afternoon 
was spent in observing    the 
supply  and    maintenance  fa- 
cilities and activities that con- 
stitute   the .prime   mission   of 
the base. 
While  at  Kelly,    the  world's 
largest  land-based   aircraft,   the 
XG-99, was inspected. This plane 
is the only one of its kind and 
it   is   capable   of   carrying "  400 
combat-equipped   troops. 
On Tuesday morning, the 
group toured Lackland Air 
Force Base, which is the indoc- 
trination center of the Air 
Force. Upon entering the' Air 
Force, all officers must spend 
one month at this base, which is 
their preflight training. The ac- 
tivities and responsibilities of 
the new officer were observed 
and explained. 
While the group toured 
what is called "Project X, ¥. 
and Z", they had the good 
surprise of meeting one of 
their old Clemson friends, Lt. 
Dave Martin, who is serving 
troop duty at that base. After 
talking to him for a while he 
.explained the different parts 
of such projects which are 
meant to help bring out the 
personality traits in the young 
officers. 
The trip was a very interest- 
ing and exciting one and it has 
undoubtedly been of great profit 
for all those concerned. 
NOTICE! 
There will be a short'Junior 
Class meeting Monday after- 
noon, January 16 at 4:00 o'clock 
in Room 118 Chemistry build- 
ing. All juniors are asked to 
be present. 
Religious Emphasis Week Has Long History 
From a very modest begin- 
ning in a YMCA meeting room 
• a score or more years ago has 
grown an all-campus and all- 
community program known as 
Clemson's Religious Emphasis ■week. The four-day observance 
attracts nearly two thousand 
. people for the main convoca- 
tions each day and some six 
hundred students to special dor- 
mitory discussion groups each 
evening. 
Clemson's 17th  Annual Re- 
ligious Emphasis Week, which 
is  set   for  February   7-10,   is 
an   outgrowth   of   the   infor- 
may discussions that students 
and  YMCA  counselors  gravi- 
tated  into  during  all  of    the 
, years prior to 1940. That year 
' the Clemson YMCA, the min- 
isters   of   the   local   churches, 
and the Clemson College  ad- 
ministration joined in a unit- 
ed  program  designed  for  all 
of the college family, students 
and faculty alike. 
ft  Clemson     President     Robert 
Franklin   Poole   was   an   imme- 
miate   and   enthusiastic   booster 
of  the  program  and  has    con- 
stantly   encouraged   all   phases 
_*   xt—   —u    *-   -..-loArt      and 
participate in Religious Empha- 
sis Week." ■ - 
Since it blossomed into an 
all-campus project in 1940, 
Clemson's Religious Emphasis 
Week has brought outstanding 
religious leaders to the campus 
—men like Dr. G. Ray Jordan 
of Winston Salem's Centenary 
Methodist Church; the late Dr. 
McNeill Poteat of the Raleigh 
Pullen Memorial Baptist Church 
and later president of Crozier 
Seminary; Dr. John W. Redhead 
of Greensboro's First Presbyte- 
rian' Church, who is currently 
conducting a television series 
for the National Council of 
Churches; Bishop John Brans- 
comb of Jacksonville; Rev. T. B. 
(Scotty) Cowan, minister of 
Everybody's Church of Louis- 
ville, Ky.; Dr. John McSween, 
former president of Presbyte- 
rian College. These and others 
—many others. 
. The faculty forums, a fea- 
ture designed for the faculty 
and campus visitors, have 
been led by such men as Dr. 
Wallace L. Poteat, University 
of North Carolina professor 
of philosophy; Dr. Edward 
McCrady.   president   of    the 
University of the South at 
Sewanee; and Rabbi Abraham 
Cronbach, professor of social 
studies at Hebrew Union Col- 
lege  in Cincinnati. 
The general REW plan is cen- 
tered around daily Protestant, 
Roman Catholic and Jewish 
convocations each of the four 
days. In the evening the pro- 
gram divides into 17 student fo- 
rum groups in the dormitories. 
These groups are led by visiting 
ministers and laymen of all de- 
nominations and are designed to 
help students apply the princi- 
pals of Christianity . to their 
thoughts and actions, and to the 
colutions of their daily prob- 
lems. 
This year the Rev. Richard C. 
Hoefler of the Lutheran Theo- 
logical Southern Seminary in 
Columbia will speak at the Pro- 
testant convocations, and Fa- 
ther Edward H. Peters of the 
Paulist Headquarters as the 
Church of St. Paul the Apostle 
in New York City will lead the 
Roman Catholic convocations. 
The Jewish students have .de- 
cided not to have a Rabbi on 
the REW program this year 
and will  attend the other    as- 
semblies. 
Student   attendance   at   the 
large convocations and at the 
smaller discussion groups have 
alway     been  on  a  voluntary 
basis.     Though     classes     are 
shortened to provide time for 
the   mid - day     convocations, 
never have students been re- 
quired to attend. Even so, it. is 
estimated that at least 75 per 
cent   of  the   students  partici- 
pate in some part of the pro- 
gram.     And   something     new 
has been added this year — a 
special forum group has been 
arranged   for   Clemson's   wo- 
men  students. 
All  student  religious    groups 
give   active   support   to     REW: 
The   Baptist Student Union, the 
Canterbury     (Episcopal)     Club, 
the   Lutheran   Student   Associa- 
tion, the Newman (Roman Cath- 
olic)   Club,   Presbyterian     Stu- 
dent Association  and the Wes- 
ley   (Methodist)   Foundation. 
Clemson puts its all into mak- 
ing REW a period of rich re- 
ligious experiences. The plan- 
ning and preparation that has 
gone into this year's REW will 
bear its fruit for the students, 
faculty, community, and visitors 
the week of February 7-10. 
graduates  will  return  to  the 
campus to hold a seminar with 
chemical engineering students. 
They will discuss the assign- 
ments,   work,    problems'   and 
other matters which lie ahead 
for the  new graduate  in  the 
chemical     engineering     field. 
They are also expected to give 
their   thoughts   on   how   col- 
legiate   training   can   be   im- 
proved and on what subjects 
college   students   should   con- 
centrate. 
The  graduates  returning  will 
be J. K. Brown of Union Bleach- 
ery  in  Greenville,  S.   B.  Farb- 
stein of Goodrich Chemical Com- 
pany in Akron, Ohio, and C. R. 
Smith  of Esso Standard  Oil  in 
Baton    Rouge,    Louisiana,    all 
members  of  the  class  of   1948; 
P. J. Province '49 of Kewanee- 
Ross Corporation in Buffalo, N. 
Y.; E. D. Brockman of DuPont 
in Camden, and E. H. Pittman of 
Deering Milliken Research Trust 
in Pendleton, both  '50;  and R. 
W. Chambers and L. E. Wooten 
of Tennessee Eastman Corpora- 
tion    in    Kingsport,  Tennessee, 
both '51. 
The   companies   employing 
these  men were most enthu- 
siastic about the project when 
contacted by Dr. C. E. Little- 
john, head of the chemica' 
gineering   department.     They 
are paying all expenses involv- 
ing their employees. 
The project is part of the pro- 
gram of the local student chap- 
ter of the American Society of 
Chemical  Engineers, which  has 
also invited students and facul- 
ty of the department of chemis- 
try to take part in the seminar, 
On Tuesday afternoon members 
of the chapter will take the visi- 
tors from industry on a tour of 
the campus, now greatly changed 
since   their   student  days.     The 
seminar will get underway after 
a supper in the Clemson House. 
Hill Of TVA 
Speaks To ASAE 
The American Society of Ag- 
ricultural Engineers held its 
regular meeting last Tuesday 
night at 6:30 in the Agricultural 
Engineering auditorium. 
The meeting began with a 
short talk made by Mr. Hill of 
the Tennessee Valley Authori- 
ty. Mr. Hill brought the at- 
tention of the ASAE members to 
the present program of coopera 
tion between^ the school author 
ities <and the TVA whereby the 
students are able to attend 
school for a semester and work 
for the Authority on alternate 
terms. 
This program is designed to 
help the students with their ft 
nancial difficulties and also 
supply the TVA with necessary 
trained men. 
Following the talk, officers to 
fill the positions left by two 
members of ASAE who are 
graduating, were elected. Earl 
Glascock and Homer Moore 
will both be graduating in Feb- 
ruary and vacated the office of 
vice-president and treasurer. To 
fill these posts Grey Abercrom- 
bie and John Roberts were 
elected. 
Plans for the coming steak 
supper to be held Friday even- 
ing at 6:00 were discussed and 
it was announced that members 
who wish to bring dates could 
do so at a slight extra cost. 
Following the business the 
organization watched a movie 
pertaining to irrigation. After 
the film the meeting was ad- 
journed. 
Outstanding Speakers 
To Present Programs 
The 17th annual Clemson College Religious Emphasis 
Week will take place February 7-10 with a full schedule 
designed to stimulate greater interest and enthusiasm 
for religious activity on the college campus. 
The   Reverend   Richard   O. 
Scholarship Is 
Announced From 
Greenville County 
Applications are now being 
accepted for the $375 scholar- 
ship recently established at 
Clemson College by the Green- 
ville Rotary Club. 
The scholarship is designed to 
render financial assistance to 
some worthy student attending 
Clemson from Greenville Coun- 
ty. Its winner will be selected 
by the scholarship committee of 
the college. 
All applications for the schol- 
arship should be completed by 
January 31 so that it may be 
awarded for the second semes- 
ter. Application forms may be 
obtained from the student aid 
and placement office  at  Clem- 
Films Shown On 
Sunday In Chem 
Auditorium 
Next Sunday, nature lovers in 
the Clemson area can view an 
unusual film in color entitled 
"Realm of the Wild." This pic- 
ture and "Tomorrow's Leaders" 
will be shown January 15, at 3 
p. m. in the chemistry audito- 
rium of Clemson College. 
The Forest Service of the 
United States Department of Ag- 
riculture has filmed small ani- 
mals and birds -in their natural 
haunts, amid scenes of breath- 
taking beauty. This film pre- 
sents action close-ups of nearly 
every important wildlife species 
of the United States. 
The National 4-H encampment 
in Washington, D. C. will be 
shown in color and depicts an 
exciting annual event in the lives 
of "Tomorrow's Leaders in the 
field of agriculture. 
This is the fifth program in 
a series of documentary and 
travel film showings arranged 
by the Clemson Unitarian Fel- 
lowship as a community service. 
Pete Turner Awarded 
Textile Scholarship 
To Blackmon-Uhler 
Pete Turner, a textile chemis- 
try senior from Greenville, has 
been named the recipient of a 
$500 scholarship awarded an- 
nually at Clemson by the Black- 
mon-Uhler Manufacturing Com- 
pany of Spartanburg. 
The winner of the Black- 
mon-Uhler award is chosen by 
the- scholarship committee of 
the school of textiles from the 
upper half of his class on the 
basis of need, ability and evi- 
dence of good character. 
Turner is treasurer of the lo- 
cal chapter of the American 
Association of Textile Chemists 
and Colorists and a member of 
Phi Psi and Alpha Chi Sigma. 
Hoefler of the Lutheran Theo- 
logical  Southern  Seminary la 
Columbia, will be the speaker 
at the daily Protestant convo- 
cations and at the faculty fo- 
rums.   Father Edward H. Pe- 
ters  from   the   Paulist  Head- 
quarters at the Church of St. 
Paul the Apostle in New York 
City will lead the daily Roman 
Catholic convocations. 
In addition to daily convoca- 
tions   and  faculty  forums,   Re- 
ligious Emphasis Week will fea- 
ture student, forums in the dor- 
mitories  each  night under  the 
leadership   of   eighteen   visiting 
clergymen and laymen of all de- 
nominations and faiths.   The fo- 
rum leaders also will be avail- 
able   to   students   for   personal 
consultations. 
Sponsored by the local 
churches, the YMCA and 
Clemson College, Religious 
Emphasis Week is planned by 
a committee of faculty mem- 
bers, ministers and students. 
This year Dr. Robert Moorman 
is general chairman; Dr. James 
M. Stepp, vice-chairman; and 
J. R. Roy Cooper, executive 
secretary. 
Committee chairmen are: sche- 
dule, Rev. E. D. Stockman and 
K. N. Vickery; forums, Dr. S. 
J. L. Crouch and A. B. Parsons; 
Protestant convocation, Rev. 
Charles E. Raynal and H. H. 
McGarity; Catholic, Father S. J. 
McFarland; attendance C. E. Lit- 
tlejohn and Rev. R. L. Oliveros; 
arrangements and entertainment, 
Rev. George R. Cannon, Henry 
Hill and Luther Fields; budget, 
Earl Liberty; and faculty forums, 
Dr. C. W. Bolen. 
Joe Bowen of Villa Rica, 
Georgia, is general student chair- 
man. Committee members from 
the student body are Bill Alford, 
Walterboro; Bobby Arnold, Lau- 
rens; LeRoy Bryant, Darlington; 
(Continued on page 6) 
Senior Platoon To March In 
Mardi Gra Again This Year 
On Friday, Feb. 10, approx- 
imately 47 students who are 
members of the Senior Platoon 
will leave Clemson for New Or- 
leans where they are scheduled 
to drill in the Comus Parade cf 
the Mardi Gra. This is the fi- 
nal and largest of the parades 
and will be held on Tuesday, 
Feb.  14. , 
The arrival of the Senior 
Platoon in New Orleans is sche- 
duled for Feb. 11 at approxi- 
mately 11:00 a. m. Travel to 
New Orleans will be by bus 
and two cars. While there the 
Platoon will stay at the Naval 
Air Station in New Orleans. 
This trip is considered to be 
the highlight of the Senior 
Platoon's activities and is look- 
ed forward to by all members, 
Every  year    that    the    Senior 
Platoon has gone to the Mardi 
Gra to put on a drill exhibition 
it has been well received by the 
people there. This creates very 
much favorable publicity for 
Clemson College. 
Expenses for the trip will be 
about $1,000.00. The college 
will furnish a part of this, but 
the boys will have to pay the 
remainder. 
Tryouts for next year's Se- 
nior Platoon will be held on 
Feb. 6. 8, and 8th. To try out 
a student must have a minimum 
of 82 credits. Next year's lead- 
er, assistant leader, business 
manager, assistant business 
manager, and publicity manager 
will be selected Feb. 9th. The 
newly elected leader and busi- 
ness manager will make this 
years' trip to New Orleans. 
And Here They Are 
Smith, Alford 
Commended For 
Summer Camp 
Two Clemson cadets in the 
Signal Corps Branch of the 
»Army ROTC have received 
high ratings for their perform- 
ance at the recent summer 
map. Watt E. Smith and Wil- 
liam L. Alford ranked second 
and third respectively out' of 
approximately seven hundred 
cadets at Camp Gordon, Geor- 
gia, last summer. 
The fourteen cadets from 
Clemson attending Camp Gor- 
don ranked fourth in the nation 
with forty-six colleges repre- 
sented. 
Here they are boys. The two who have taken 
such delight in slicing you to ribbons for the 
past semester.    Bill Voight and Marion Sama 
have proved to be worthy victims of the scis- 
sors.    (TIGER photo by Bob Hney.) 
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All Night Stands To Begin 
UlELCOME back from the holidays. It was one of the 
best but unfortunately duty called and everyone had 
to report back for exams. And exams are not far in the 
future. Classes end next Thursday at noon and exams 
begin bright and early Friday morning. Of course for 
those who have two exams that day it doesn't leave too 
much time to study. But then they should start study- 
ing for their exams on Monday, if they can find time be- 
tween quizzes and last minute assignments due for com- 
pleted class work. 
One of the service clubs on campus was investigating 
at one time the possibility of having a free day between 
the last day of classes and the beginning of exams. This 
would give everyone a chance to collect their, wits and 
begin to prepare for the big ones. But other than an an- 
nouncement that the matter was being looked into, there 
was no further news. What ever happened? What 
were the reasons given for not allowing this extra day 
for study? 
It might be a good idea for this project to be renewed. 
If it is impossible to work an extra day into the college 
calendar, there might be other solutions. Maybe it could 
be worked out so that there would be no quizzes sche- 
duled for the last week of classes. If a student did not 
have to prepare for each class period right up to the time 
for exams it might be helpful. 
LlTTLI MAN ON CAMPUS by Dick Bibler 
DONT GET ME WRONG, BUT . . . 
The Students Christmas Journey; 
Studying Starts With A Bang III 
I       <■■■     /,«//>. y 
,    ,' fjfo; P.O. fru 4, Elftw- tiw. |     %* 
On Campus with 
(Author »f 'Bortfoct Boy With Cktsk," tU.) 
THE TRUE AND TRAGICAL TALE OP 
HAPPY JACK SIGAFOOS 
Who would have thought that Happy Jack Sigafoos, the boy 
the sky never rained on, would ever teeter on the edge of a life 
of crime? 
Certainly there was no sign of it in his boyhood. His home 
life was most tranquil and uplifting. His mother was a nice 
plump lady who hummed a lot and gave baskets to the poor. His 
father was a highly respected citizen who could imitate more 
than four hundred bird calls and once saved an elderly widow 
from drowning in his good suit. (That is, Mr. Sigafoos was in 
his good suit; the elderly widow was in swimming trunks.) 
'ibm/ofi 
Happy Jack's life was nothing short of idyllic—until he went 
off to college. 
In college Happy Jack quickly became a typical freshman- 
tweedy, seedy, and needy. He learned the joys of rounding out 
his personality, and he learned the cost. His allowance vanished 
like dew before the morning sun. There were times, it grieves 
me to report, when he didn't even have enough for a pack of 
Philip Morris—and you know how miserable that can be! To be 
deprived of Philip Morris's gentle flavor, its subtly blended 
tastiness, its trauma-repairing mildness, its ineffable excellence 
—why, it is a prospect to break the heart in twain! 
Happy Jack tried to get more money from home. He wrote 
piteous and impassioned letters pointing out that the modern 
large-capacity girl simply could not be maintained on his meagre 
allowance. But all Jack got from home were tiresome homilies 
about thrift and prudence. 
Then one day a sinister sophomore came up to Jack and said, 
"I know how you can get more money from home." Jack said, 
"How?" and the sinister sophomore handed him a sheet of 
paper. "For one dollar," said the sinister sophomore, "I will sell 
you this list of fiendishly clever lies to tell your father when you 
need extra money." 
Jack read the list of fiendishly clever lies: 
1. A bunch of us fellows are getting together to buy a new 
house for the Dean of Men. 
2. A bunch of us fellows are getting together to buy a head- 
stone for Rover, our late, beloved dormitory watchdog. 
3. A bunch of us fellows are getting together to buy the college 
a new fullback. 
U. A bunch of us fellows are getting together to endow a chair 
of fine arts. 
5. A bunch of us fellows are getting together to build our own 
space satellite. 
For a moment, poor Jack was tempted; surely his father could 
not but support all these worthy causes. Then Jack's good up- 
bringing came to the fore. He turned to the sinister sophomore 
and said, "No, thank you. I could not deceive my aged parent so. 
And as for you, sir, I can only say-Fie!" 
Upon hearing this, the sinister sophomore broke into a huge 
grin. He whipped off his black hat and pasty face—and who do 
you think it was? None other than Mr. Sigafoos, Happy Jack's 
father  thst's who! 
"Good lad," cried Mr. Sigafoos. "You have passed your test 
brilliantly." With that he gave Happy Jack a check for a half 
million dollars and a red convertible containing four nubile 
maidens. 
Crime does not pay! ®M" ""'-^1M5 
The makeri of Philip Morris, sponsor! of this column, could not agree 
more. But we'll tell you that does pay - smoking America's gentle 
eigarette ... new Philip Morris, of corris! 
—THOUGHTS FOR NEXT YEAR 
One recent incident, whether it be dis- 
tasteful or not will undoubtedly be re- 
membered by Clemson men for a long 
time. I am referring to the march on 
President Poole's house shortly before 
Christmas holidays. I'm not suggesting 
that this mild form of violence was right 
or wrong, but I am referring to the de- 
cision of the administration and also a 
few hints for those students who plan to 
return to Clemson next year. 
First of all, the dates of the Christmas 
holidays were announced at the begin- 
ning of the school year. Whether or not 
there were any good reasons for us stay- 
ing in Clemson the extra three days, I 
don't know. I do think that the admin- 
istration did the only thing" it could pos- 
sibly do. 
Let me make* my stand clear. I am 
definitely in favor of student government 
and as much student voice in the me- 
chanics of a school as possible, but there 
are certain things that the administra- 
tion has to decide. One of these things 
is the setting up of the school calendar. 
Our administration is far from being flaw- 
less; but whether it be perfect or imper- 
fect, it should still have the power to de- 
cide certain things. 
A recurrence of this type can be easily 
avoided next year, I think, if the right 
people are approached. The administra- 
tion should have enough foresight to com- 
pare our schedule with other colleges over 
the state. It might be a good project 
for this year's junior class to look into the 
situation and make sure that something is 
done about it now instead of waiting until 
it is too late. 
—SOMETHING IS MISSING THIS YEAR 
With the big change taking place at 
Clemson this year, someone forgot to in- 
clude something that seemed to make a 
big hit with students last year.   I am re- 
By FRANK ANDERSON 
ferring to the student convocations held 
last year. Although they were too few 
in number last year, they still gave the 
student body a lot of thought-provoking 
ideas. 
TALK OF THE TOWN . 
The Tight Clamp of Censorship; 
What is Freedom of The Press? 
By Charles Sanders 
WE'RE GETTING INHIBITED 
Somewhere in the past few days we 
read the line "Our bitterest wine is drain- 
ed from our crushed ideals." This state- 
ment very nearly expressed our feelings 
this week. 
by the college president before it could 
be published. 
The freshmen possibly don't know what 
I am talking aboul Last year several 
well known people in various world and 
national affairs were brought to Clemson 
to speak to the entire student body and 
interested community people-. -It-wasn't 
compulsory for students to attend, but 
•the programs were so interesting that they 
were looked forward to by most members 
of the student body. 
A lot of talk was going around last 
year about making these convocations a 
permanent part of the schedule at Clem 
son. Everyone seemed to be in favor of 
it, but it looks as though nothing has 
been done about it so far this year. 
This is a wonderful opportunity for stu- 
dent government to go to work. Maybe 
if they talked to the right people we could 
get a little action concerning these worth- 
while convocations. 
—THEY'RE HERE 
Every student at Clemson is aware of 
the fact that exams are upon us. It is 
going to call for a lot of concentrated 
study for the next week or so. So far it 
has been rather difficult to study this 
year because every time you pick up a 
book some .idiotic little juvenile delin- 
quent shoots off a firecracker or stick of 
dynamite. 
The senior council or someone should 
take some drastic measure to insure a 
minimum of noise from here on out. A 
few of the delinquents are being kept in- 
tact because they are already on campus 
arrest, but this /hasn't stopped the noise 
completely. If some few people don't 
respect the efforts of other people study- 
ing, they should be dismissed from school 
immediately. 
Bitter wine is hard to swallow, and it. 
is difficult for us to accept the fact that 
no matter how much is said to the con- 
trary, life cannot be bound to ideals. 
Whether we like it or not, we must base 
our lives on real practicality, not ideal- 
ism. 
One of our personal ideals which has 
been crushed recently under the weight 
of practical facts which had to be met -is 
the idea of a free press. In the past, it 
was our belief that the press was free to 
express opinions; in fact, we almost took 
this for granted. Like, many things tak- 
en for granted, this idea of journalistic 
freedom has fallen by the way, and, un- 
noticed, has become dangerously weak in 
some points. 
In many college newspapers of the na- 
tion, censorship exists today.. Even in 
some of these colleges where there is cen- 
sorship, people protest that there is none. 
One of the most dangerous things about 
censorship is that it protects itself from 
examination, and thus may exist without 
fear of discovery immediately around 
those who say it is not present. 
We would like to quote here an article 
on the subject of censorship which ap- 
peared in "Parade of Opinion," a review 
of college newspaper editorials and poli- 
cies published by the Associate Collegiate 
Press.   They had the following to say: 
A disheartening report on college jour- 
nalism — editorial suppression — was 
brought out into the open in Detroit 
where about 800 delegates representing 
college and university newspapers and 
yearbooks met for the annual Associat- 
ed Collegiate Press (ACP) conference. 
Suppression of the right of the editor 
to speak freely came from at least half 
a dozen persons who complained that 
there is pressure being exerted on them 
not to print certain things or that col- 
lege officials are allowing themselves 
the privilege of reading stories before 
printed. 
One editor said that all material for 
his paper had to be read and approved 
The reason given for this practice it 
that some administrative officials ara 
sensitive about public relations and 
don't want anything they consider de- 
rogatory published which could dam- 
age the school in the eyes of the state 
legislature which holds the purse 
strings. 
To this comment came the reply that 
college arid university presidents and 
their associates realize the long-range 
possibilities and goals of their schools 
while some of the editors seem to bt 
shortsighted in their editorializing. 
There is a clear danger in the type of 
editorial which attacks the college with- 
out a realization of possible undeserved 
damage or is written from a perverted 
sense of power. 
But any newspaper—college or other 
—which   is   controlled   soon   becomes 
nothing more than a bulletin board with' . 
' no strength to improve the community. 
With this inability to show need for 
improvement is the development of a 
cloak of secrecy where only the "right" 
people know what is going on. A col- 
lege official who suppresses a campus 
newspaper is suppressing freedom and 
is admitting he's afraid of something— 
himself. 
Many times censorship will not be ac- 
cording to the common conception of a 
college president or special faculty board 
surveying everything written in the col- 
lege paper and deleting the articles which 
do not meet approval. More often, per- 
haps, censoring is accomplished by "sug- 
gestions," "hints," or meaningful remarks 
addressed by some influential college of- 
ficial to those who prepare the paper. This 
way there can be no proven claim that 
the newspaper, is being told, what it can 
print. Yet the paper is being confined to 
the publication of only those opinions 
which coincide with the views of the 
."suggesting" official. 
There is one country in the world which 
has a reputation for suppressing all .opin- 
ions of the people which do not conform 
to the opinions of the government. This 
country is infamous according to our na- 
tional beliefs. Is it any better for cen- 
sorship and suppression of ideas to exist 
on a smaller scale, such as a college sqale? 
:-: Veteran's Corner :- 
Here are authoritative an- 
swers from the Veterans Ad- 
ministration to four questions of 
interest to former servicemen 
and their families: 
Q. If I apply for disability as 
soon as I get my discharge from 
service, will I be required to 
take a VA physical examina- 
tion? 
A. Not necessarily. As long 
as you file your claim within 
six months from your dischafge, 
VA may give you an initial rat- 
ing based on the records of your 
branch of service unless it would 
appear that an error would re- 
sult from such a procedure. 
Q. If a veteran shows a lack 
of progress in his Korean Gf 
Bill studies, would he still be 
entitled to make his one-and- 
only change of Course? 
A. Yes, but only ! if he can 
show VA that the lack of prog- 
ress was not due to his own mis- 
conduct, ' neglect Or lack of ap- 
plication. 
Q. I have just been discharg- 
ed from service," and I am think-1 
ing of getting a Korean GI 
term insurance policy. I al- 
ready have a $10,000' life insur- 
ance policy With a private com- 
pany. Would this bar me from 
GI insurance? 
A. No. Insurance held with a 
private company has no bearing 
on the amount of. Gl insurance 
you are permitted to carry. A 
veteran may get up to $10,000 
worth of Korean GI term insur- 
ance," minus only whatever oth- 
er forms of GI insurance ■ he 
might have.- 
' Q. I bought a house with a GI 
loan, a few years ago. * O u r 
family has grown and we could 
use a larger house. My wife is 
a "veteran, too. Would she be 
entitled to use her GI loan ben- 
efit for another house? 
A. Yes. The fact that you used 
your GI loan benefit would not 
serve to deny your wife the 
right to use hers. 
A Word To The Wise 
By Francis Holladay 
During the past two weeks, we were 
reunited with our families and loved ones 
for the observance of Christmas. We 
felt the nearness of Christ and an urge 
to live our daily loves more in accordance 
with His will. Then the old year faded 
into a new one and brought with it reso- 
lutions from the hearts of all. But, there 
are temptations which oftentimes over- 
shadow these resolutions. It is at these 
times when we need Christ most. 
In considering our resolutions,: it is 
good to recall the words of one who spoke 
to a group of "Y" members not too long 
ago. His suggestion was something like 
this: If one could place his mother's or 
sister's picture in the midst ol those pic- 
tures which have been clipped from maga- 
zines and stuck on the walls of our dormi- 
tory rooms, then there might be more 
justification in such understandings. Or 
if "a picture of Christ could be placed 
there, then there might be more credit to 
the individual. In considering this thought 
let us turn to 1 John 3:16 which reads as 
follows: "For all that is in the world, 
the lust of the flesh, and the lust of the 
eyes, and the pride of life, is not of the 
Father, but is of the world." 
When Christ, is put into our resolu- 
tions, they take on new meanings and 
added joy in living. So, let us not forget 
the season we have just celebrated, nor 
the joy and hope that it brings to us as 
we start a new year. 
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that he (Oscar) hears that 
Wes Summers is having a great 
time over in Central. 
—06CAR  SAYS— 
• that he (Oscar) wishes to 
thank Wingo (I'm good looking) 
Avery for his fine cooperation 
with the cuts for the football 
players. " Nothing like a good 
friend. 
—OSCAR  SAYS— 
that engagement rings were 
handed out left and right over 
the holidays.. Even old Ab (Red 
- Eyes) Allen gave one. Well he 
needs some one to support him 
to he can get through Physics 
next year. 
—OSCAR  SAYS— 
L      that he (Oscar) hears that Ben 
'   (Rowdy)  Crowdtor really had a 
good time with a certain co-ed 
at the Spartanburg dance. 
* — 06CAR SAYS— 
that he (Oscar) is glad the 
basketball team got on the stick. 
—OSCAR  SAYS— 
that   he   (Oscar)   hears   that 
Billy (ho friends) Alford would 
like  to  meet all  his  friends'-in 
the phone booth on loggia Friday 
> afternoon. 
—OSCAR  SAYS— 
that two certain co-eds seemed 
to be having a pretty good time 
lately. It couldn't be with Bob 
and Bill could it? 
—OSCAR SAYS— 
that he (Oscar) has wanted to 
cut   Smith   (this  is   it)   Chance 
about Limestone. But he (Oscar) 
decided not to because it's just 
one of those "little things". 
—OSCAR SAYS— 
that he (Oscar) still thinks 
that Bobby Arnold is the biggest 
"bumpkin" on the campus. 
—OSCAR  SAYS— 
that he (Oscar) hears that 
Lance (Slouch) Williams, likes 
high school girls. Well looking 
at Lance he can't be particular. 
—OSCAR SAYS— 
that he (Oscar) wonders why 
Dogan (Droopy) Wilson has to 
go all the way to- Mobile, Ala., 
for a date. 
that William (the one from 
Sumter) Dunn has a crooked 
mouth this week. He (Oscar) 
told him that too much "smacky 
mouth" was bad for a "growing 
boy", 
—OSCAR SAYS— 
that Woody (Sgt.) Middleton 
wore his cellophanes all through 
the holidays.' 
—OSCAR  SAYS— 
that he (Oscar) thought it was 
nice that Dicky (Pretty Boy) 
Young was named the "The 
Darling of the Carrousel Tourn- 
ament." 
—OSCAR SAYS— 
that he' (Oscar) is glad that 
some of you punks are gradu- 
ating in January. It's about time. 
Too.bad all can't. 
—OSCAR  SAYS— 
that he. (Oscar) is glad that 
Slab (Andy Gump) Robinson 
isn't Oscar. To be Oscar you 
must have brains. 
—OSCAR  SAYS— 
that he (Oscar) tried to tell 
Marion Sams not to cut you boys 
so much, but he wouldn't listen. 
—OSCAR SAYS— 
that he (Oscar) has really en- 
joyed cutting you bums. But 
all good things must come to an 
end and anyway he (Oscar) has 
been sick. 
—OSCAR  SAYS— 
that he. (Oscar) has had a 
good time writing this column 
and hopes that you victims will 
take the cuts as-they were meant 
—all in fun and never serious.' 
—OSCAR SAYS— 
that he ('Oscar) is hereby can- 
celling all bets made by them 
concerning the identity of Oscar. 
—OSCAR  SAYS— 
that he (Oscar) would also 
like to thank Wingo Avery for 
his invaluable assistance in writ- 
ing this column. 
—OSCAR  SAYS— 
that he (Oscar)) hears that 
Rowdy Crowder is planning mat- 
rimony. 
—OSCAR  SAYS- 
WORDS TO  THE  WISE! 
DON'T BE OSCAR! 
POLICIES GOVERNING STUDENT 
ORGANIZATIONS AT CLEMSON 
1. Social fraternities are not authorized at Clemson and 
will not be recognized by the college. 
2. All student organizations are required to have a fac- 
ulty adviser. The faculty adviser is charged with the re- 
sponsibility of having his organization operate under the 
following rules: 
a; The local chapter of National Organizations on thp 
campus are required to operate under the constitution and 
by-laws of the national organization. In any case where 
the local chapter is given the authority to establish its 
own rules for local operation, these rules, in the form of 
a constitution and by-laws must meet the requirements 
established for the operation of local organizations in so 
far as these requirements do not violate the constitution 
and by-laws of the national organization. 
b. All local student organizations on the campus are re- 
quired to operate under a constitution and by-laws in 
which-the following requirements must be met: 
(1) Qualifications for membership must be clearly 
stated. 
(2) Nominations from the floor must be called for by 
the presiding officer at an election of members. 
(3) The quorum for an election of officers or mem- 
p    bers must be at least two-thirds of the active member- 
ship. 
(4) The maximum affirmative vote that can be re- 
quired for the election of members must be no greater 
than three-fourths of the members voting. 
y,t. Informal Initiations: 
(1) Informal initiations shall not exceed one (1) week. 
(2) Informal initiations may be held anywhere with- 
in a one mile radius of the Main Building" except in 
the vicinity of the Clemson House. No hazing, such 
as paddling, of initiates will be permitted on Bowman 
Field or adjoining roads. 
(3) All organizations must submit a written plan of 
their informal initiation to the Committee on Student 
Organizations lor approval before each initiation. 
d. All organizations must adhere to the official sche- 
dule for their meetings and to those ruled made a part 
thereof. 
3. The director of clubs and organizations may with- 
draw approval of any organization which violates any of 
the above rules or policies. 
Letters To Tarn 
Dear Tom, * 
Some people might complain 
about your "Troops" in the dor- 
mitories being classed as "kids" 
when they begin to hear Christ- 
mas music and looking to "the 
next few days" when they will 
be turned loose by your authori- 
ties here, for the holidays, but 
I would like to say in some small 
way that we are all "kids" at 
times. But last week when my 
wife and I went to the Anderson 
Hospital for an operation which 
took the major portion of the 
morning, and the doctors told me 
they needed blood (two pints 
for one used) to replace what 
they used for Mrs. Deason, I 
made an appeal to the students 
in the dining room through the 
information desk only one time, 
and within three hours there 
were more than twice that num- 
ber of students had gone to An- 
derson, replaced the blood and 
were back in Clemson. 
I have never been so pleas- 
antly surprised as I was, at that 
time. I couldn't believe my ears 
when Mr. Rimmer at the desk 
says, "Mr. Deason, here's this 
number, if you need more let 
me know". I also couldn't be- 
lieve my eyes when they ca'me 
pouring out of the information 
room ready to go, some even 
using their own cars. 
Tom, you have a swell bunch 
of boys here. A bunch second 
to none, so will you please give 
them a pat on the back for their 
generosity and extend the sin- 
cere thanks and appreciation of 
my wife and myself for their 
wonderful response to my re- 
quest, even for the blood in 
their veins. Many have offered 
more since the trip down last 
Thursday. 
Especially would I like to 
thank Bobby J. Watford, Robert 
L. Sandifer, Henry R. Cobb, 
Richard P. Reeves, W. Samuel 
Cox, William G. Coats, and the 
three others who were in the 
hospital when I arrived there. 
Also thanks to Dean Walter Cox, 
and Messrs. Rimmer and Davis 
at the information desk. 
Sincerely, 
O. W. Deason 
Dear Tom, 
I am a graduate of '54 now 
assigned to active duty with the 
U. S. Army in Germany. 
I read an article in the last 
issue of the Tiger which made 
me feel very sad. The article 
was entitled, "Students Clamor 
for Yule Release." 
I am a graduate of the old 
school—where if you didn't do 
as you were told—you were 
introduced to a paddle. I was 
a participant in a number of 
capers while a student at 
Clemson, but nothing' in resem- 
blance to the "demonstration." 
This is my point—Carolina 
does not set the example for 
Clemson to follow. Clemson is 
the shining life in that, section 
of the country and it's damn 
well time some people realized 
that fact. 
The Clemson administration 
will act in the best interest of 
the student body, regardless of 
any "demonstrations". 
What has happened to the 
Clemson spirit? 
Charles  Erwin 
2/Lt. Infantry 
Clemson Theatre 
ilhe   Country   Gentleraen'i   Tht»trt) 
Clemson, Sooth Carolina 
Phone 601T 
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY 
Jan. 11 and 12 
'Good Morning 
Miss Dove' 
Jennifer Jones — Robert Stack 
Exam Schedule 
Examination Schedule, First Semester 1955-1956. 
1.   Examinations in subjects which meet: 
Kappa Phi Kappa members enjoyed a dinner 
at the Clemson House shortly before the holi- 
Standin?:   H.  G.  Hollingsworth,  principal    of 
Seneca High School, S. T. Johnson, B. C. Aus- 
days.    Seated,   left   to   right:   L.   M.   Stephens;   tin, D. G. Gallup, W. S. Harley, W. C. Gunter, 
Prof. J. E. Tuttle, Coach Don Wade, Dr. A. T. 
Hind, Jr;, Dr. J. F. Miles, A. V. Priester, presi- 
dent, Dean W. H. Washington, Prof. J. L. Brock. 
W. V. Butler, W. F. Holladay, and Prof. J. B. 
Gentry.    (TIGER photo by Bob Htiey.) 
Careers Open 
In Federal Gov't. 
College seniors and post- 
graduates will have another op- 
portunity on February 10 to try 
for a career in the Federal ser- 
vice, the Civil Service Commis- 
sion announced today. The 
second nation-wide test under 
the Federal Service Entrance 
Examination program will be 
held on that date. January 18 
is the deadline for filing appli- 
cations. 
College men and women who 
passed the first Federal-Service 
Entrance Examination last 
month will be eligible for job 
offers in many administrative, 
personnel, technical or profes- 
sional fields by February or 
March,    the    Commission  said. 
Similarly, those passing the 
February 10 examination should 
be eligible for a job offer by 
spring. It is estimated that 7,- 
700 Federal openings at salaries 
ranging from $3,670 to $4,525 an- 
nually will be available during 
1956. 
-Persons who cannot meet the 
January 18 deadline should file 
as soon as possible thereafter 
to obtain consideration for fu- 
ture examinations in this con- 
tinuous program, the Commis- 
sion said. Those who filed af- 
ter November 18, the deadline 
for the first examination last 
month, need not file again and 
will be notified where to report 
for the written test. 
Details of the program will be 
explained by special Federal 
teams which plan to visit many 
college   campuses   before   Feb- 
ruary 10. Inquiries may also 
be made and application blanks 
obtained at college : placement 
offices. The examinations will, 
in many cases, be held in cities 
in which colleges are located, 
for the maximum convenience 
of students. 
I Students and postgraduates 
interested in Federal manage- 
ment internships should file for 
the February 10 examination, 
stating their interest. Tbey will 
be permitted to take an addi- 
tional written test on February 
10 and an oral test later. 
WOODY 
(Continued from page 1) 
about the success of' Woody 
Herman and the Third .Herd, ft 
is a tribute to Herman and his 
faith in himself and in the 
young musicians of today.   ,. 
DISC-O-PATION 
(The following material was 
compiled by Downbeat and 
Record Whirl Magazines.) 
Bill Haley and his Comets, 
winners of the 1955 Down Beat 
reader's poll for top rhythm and 
blues personality, have burst up- 
on the scene like a hurricane. A 
threesome of record success— 
Shake, Rattle, and Roll, Rock 
Around the Clock, and Dim, 
Dim the Lights—with a fourth 
Rock-a-Beatin' Boogie, climbing 
fast, have sent the boys soaring. 
Their Deecadiscs now are tabu- 
lated at a staggering 5,000,000 
in sales. 
Leader of the Comets, Haley, 
explains the sudden fame this 
way, "We have tried in our ar- 
rangements to conform to what 
the public wants—and not. to 
bend the public likes and dislikes 
to ours. This, I think, is the 
major factor in our groups'suc- 
cess." 
Bill was born 28 years ago in 
Highland Park, Michigan, and 
made his professional debut at 
13. At 15, he left home and 
spent the next few years travel- 
ing through 42 different states 
where he sang over 38 different 
radio stations. 
Then came a sixryear stint on 
radio station WPWA in Chester, 
Pa, where he led^a western band 
called Bill Haley's Saddlemen 
and also served as musical di- 
rector of the station. 
In 1952, with a change in name 
to the Comets and a change in 
musical style to" rhythm and 
blues, the revamped musical ag- 
gregation started to arouse gen- 
By Mack McDaniel 
eral interest, and clubs around 
the country began clamoring for 
their service. Two years later, 
Decca signed the Comets to a 
contract. With their first Decca 
record, Shake, Rattle, and Roll, 
they had a million seller. 
Next in sight for the Comets 
will be an appearance in a Co- 
lumbia picture, in which Bill 
will have a featured acting role. 
His group will dish up a couple 
of new tunes during the course 
of the film, which, of course, 
will also be out on records. > 
DOWN BEAT POLL WINNERS 
Only a narrow loss to Oscar 
Peterson in the piano division 
kept Dave Brubeck from mak- 
ing the 1955 Down Beat readers 
poll practically his personal 
property. His group was ad- 
judged the best instrumental 
combo of the year, he was named 
the personality of the year in 
jazz, and his altoist, Paul Des- 
mond, captured laurels in his di- 
vision in a walkaway. 
And Frank Sinatra captured 
two plaques for the second year 
in a row when he was elected 
favorite male singer , and pop 
personality of the year. 
Count Basie took over as top 
jazz band from Stan Kenton, 
Les Brown repeated in the dance 
band category, Ella Fitzgerald 
did likewise among the girl 
singers, and the Four Freshmen 
again were named top vocal 
group. 
In the instrumental division, 
some new faces won out. After 
10 years, the deadlock between 
trombonist Bill Harris and clari- 
netist Buddy DeFranco as to who 
would capture the, most succes- 
sive first place plaques in poll 
history was broken. 
DeFranco made it No. 11, but 
Harris was dumped to fifth spot 
by J. J. Johnson, Bob Brook- 
meyer, Kai Winding, and Frank 
Rosolino. 
Miles Davis wound up the 
most successful year of his ca- 
reer by taking the first trumpet 
spot, with Chet Baker and Dizzy 
Gillespie coming in second and 
third. 
Desmond, Stan Getz, and Ger- 
ry Mulligan were easy winners 
in the sax categories, and three 
of the rhythm section spots re- 
mained in the hands of pianist 
Peterson, bassist Ray Brown, 
|and guitarist Johnny Smith. On 
drums, Max Roach finally reach- 
ed the top after years' of ending 
up in the first five. 
Milt Jackson, of the Modern 
Jazz Quartet won first place 
among vibists, and Art Van 
Damme won out among accord- 
ionists while Don Elliott was 
winning another "miscellaneous 
instrument" award for his work 
on mellophone. 
Two new band., singers grace 
this year's roster. Joe Williams 
of the Basie band headed up the 
male band vocalists, and Ann 
Richards of the Kenton band 
topped the female band vocalists. 
.Charlie Parker, one. of the 
men responsible for the school of 
jazz which came to be called bop, 
and perhaps the most influential 
figure in jazz in the last 20 years, 
is the fourth person to be named 
to the Music Hall of Fame by 
readers of Down Beat. 
FRIDAY - SATURDAY 
Jan. 13 and 14 
"Second Greatest 
Sex" 
Jeanne Crain and Mamie 
Van Doren 
MONDAY . TUESDAY 
Jan. 16 and 17 
"I Died A 
Thousand Times" 
Shelley Winters • Jack Palance 
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY 
Jan.  18 and 19 
'Lady Godiva' 
Maureen O'Hara and George 
Nader 
L C. Martin Drug Co. 
Sodas - Stationery - Pennants 
CLEMSON, S. C. 
Clemson Book Store 
See Paul Harrison 
For Monogramming Slide Rules, Note Books, 
and Leather Goods Every Tuesday 
in Book Store 
8MWF will be held 8-11 a.m. Friday, Jan. 20 
8T ThS will be held 1-4 p.m. Friday, Jan. 20 
9MWF will be held 8-11 a.m. Saturday Jan. 21 
9T ThS will be held 1-4 p.m. Saturday Jan. 21 
10MWF will be held 8-11 a.m. Monday Jan. 23 
10T ThS will be held 1-4 p.m. Monday Jan. 23 
11MWF will be held 8-11 a.m. Tuesday Jan. 24 
11T ThS will be held 1-4 p.m. Tuesday Jan. 24 
1MWF will be held 1-4 p.m. Thursday Jan. 26 
2MWF will be held 8-11 a.m. Friday Jan. 27 
4MWF will be held 1-4 p.m. Wednesday Jan. 25 
4T Th will be held 1-4 p.m. Wednesday Jan. 25 
2. Examinations in subjects which meet for four or five 
hours a week, e. g., 8MT ThF or 8MT WThF, may ust 
either the period designated for MWF group or the pe- 
riod designated for the TThS group. The choice of 
which period is to be used should be made by the profes- 
sor of the department concerned and announced to tht 
students. 
3. A special schedule for the subjects indicated below 
has been arranged in accord with the provision that 
where there are more than four sections of* the same 
freshman subject, the schedule committee may be re- 
quested through the department head to schedule » 
group examination. If there are any additional re- 
quests under this provision, such requests should be sub- 
mitted to the schedule committee. 
Engl 100 7-9 p.m.  Saturday   Jan. 21 as announced 
Engl 101 7-9 p.m. Saturday   Jan. 21 as announced 
Chem   101 8-11 a.m. Wednesday Jan. 25 College Aud. 
Chem 102 8-11 a.m. Wednesday Jan. 25 College Aud. 
AS 109 1-4 p.m. Wednesday Jan. 25 as announced 
MS  101 1-4 p.m. Wednesday Jan. 25 as announced 
CE 101 8-11 a.m. Thursday   Jan. 26 College Aud. 
4. Due to schedule difficulties TM 464 has been sche- 
duled for 7-10 p. m., Saturday, January 21. Section 1 of 
TM 462 has. been scheduled for 8-10 a. m., Saturday, Jan- 
uary 21, while Section 2 has been scheduled for 8-10 2. 
m., Tuesday, January 24. Section 1 of WD 402 has been 
scheduled for 10-12 a. m., Saturday, January 21, while. 
Section 2 has been scheduled for 10-12 a. m., Tuesday,; 
January 24. 
5. Examination in laboratory work, if required, will bt 
held at the last meeting of the laboratory class. 
6. The regular schedule of classes for this semester will 
continue until 12 noon, Thursday, January 19. No ex- 
aminations, special or otherwise, will be held on Thurs- 
day afternoon, January 19. 
7 All grades for candidates for graduation are due in 
the Registrar's Office within forty-eight hours after the 
examination is given and not later than 8:30 a. m., Thurs- 
day, January 26. Such candidates for graduation as have 
examinations scheduled for 8 a. m., Thursday, January 
26, or a later time may arrange with the professors con- 
cerned to stand examination in these subjects ahead of 
schedule. 
8 All grades are due in the Registrar's Office within 
forty-eight hours after the examination is given and not 
later than 12 noon, Saturday, January 28. 
9 No changes in this schedule will be made without 
the approval of the Schedule Committee. 
J. Paul Sheedy* Kept Getting The Bird Till 
Wildroot Cream-Oil Gave Him Confidence 
"Shaady, y»» warm," chirped J. Paul's little chickadee, "your lack of 
confidence is driving me cuckoo. If you don't do something about that 
messy hair I'll never beak to you again!" So J. Paul hopped on down to 
his favorite toiletries counter and pecked up a bottle of 
Wildroot Cream-Oil. Now he has confidence in any 
situation because Wildroot keeps his hair handsome 
and healthy looking the way Nature intended . . . neat 
but not greasy. Contains heart of Lanolin, nature's finest 
hair and scalp conditioner. If you catch your roommate 
robin yours, tweet him to his own bottle or tube of 
Wildroot Cream-Oil. Great for making your hair look 
good to other peeple! 
* of131 So. Harris Hill Rd., Williamsville, N. Y. 
Wildroot Company, Inc., Buffalo 11, N. Y. 
Wildroot Croom-Oil 
gives you confidence I 
Looking For The 
Best Place to 
Eat?—Then 
Visit Dan's 
DANS 
Open Until 2:00 A. M. During Exams, Starting Thursday, January 19 
For The Best Food 
To Be Found Any 
Place—Visit 
Dan's 
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Clemson Shines In Holiday Tournaments 
By Louis Jordan 
MOST IMPROVED 
Well, the holidays are over and the surprises have come 
from almost everywhere. Of course to many of the 
Clemson fans, the Tiger basketball team's outstanding 
play in the tournament and bowl games through the hol- 
idays was not so surprising. Quite the contrary, it was 
expected that the Bengals take the floor in some of these 
games not to be denied victory. 
After last season's record of two wins of the twenty- 
three scheduled, this season's record of six wins out of 
twelve starts- shines out like a light. The sophomores on 
this year's squad were not used to losing after their play 
with the fine frosh squad of '54-55 and therefore they 
were not going to have losses hanging over their heads 
for the future. 
One of the strong factors in Clemson's recent success 
is that of the tremendous amount of added fire-power 
from the floor that Coach "Banks" McFaddin was so 
happy to acquire. The Tigers have three boys who have 
hit close to an average of 15 points per game thus far; 
and Gene Seay is close behind with an 11.9 average. 
The other three high scorers are Bill Yarborough, 
Vince Yockel and Tom Cameron, although Cameron has 
not quite a 15.0 average with his 14.9, the other two are 
well above with 18.1 and 19.3 respectively. 
Yockel is one point ahead of Yarborough in the free 
throw division with 45 good bonus points for the Tigers 
which also makes him high man for the team. 
Even though Gene Seay has not been among the high- 
est scorers this season, he has done a splendid job on the 
backboards as he has captured 111 rebounds as compared 
with the 508 that the entire team came down with. Of 
course, the scoring is what decides whether a team has 
won or not, but they can't win if they don't get the ball. 
Seay has played one of the most important roles in each 
of the twelve games this season and will most probably 
be a clog in the machine for the remainder of the season. 
TOURNAMENTS - BOWLS   , 
The Tigers have proven their strength in three of the 
major Southeastern tournaments and bowls in which 
the college basketball teams participated. The Carrousel 
Tournament, the Gator Bowl and the Senior Bowl are 
all top ranking contests and have stiff competition. Clem- 
son played in all three during the holidays and came out 
in the finals in the Carrousel and won the consolation 
at the Senior Bowl. Down in the Deep South, the Tigers 
walked off with the Gator Bowl as they downed both 
South Carolina and Louisiana State. 
These were impressive wins and showed that the Clem- 
son boys knew how things were done. The season is not 
over for the lads in the Purple and Orange. There are 
many more hard games to be played. Here's hoping the 
Tigers will continue to improve and better their record 
•as they go. 
FOOTBALL PLAYERS 
Clemson was certainly well represented in post-season 
football games with Joe Pagliei, Wingo Avery and Big 
"Nab" Inabinet. "Pag" played in the Christian Bowl, 
which had its premier last year, while Wingo went to the 
Blue-Grey game. Wingo played a bang-up ball game 
which will long be remembered by Clemson fans who 
watched on television. 
"Nab" had his taste of all-stars when he took the name 
of the Tigers to Florida to play in the North-South Shrine 
game. The South won 20-7 in a game that was hard for 
the Yankees all the way. 
Congratulations are in order to these boys, all of 
Which are planning to play professional football. 
MORE SURPRISES 
It seems that N. C. State, University of North Carolina 
and Maryland all have had their share of surprises in 
the past few days and weeks. 
N. C. State was knocked off like a big bird in the bas- 
ketball realm when Duke came out of hiding to give the 
Wolfpack  a  good  thrashing. 
The University of North Carolina had a big surprise, 
or maybe it was no surprise, when Coach Jim Tatam an- 
nounced that he would, accept the Tar Heels' offer as 
head coach. I guess we'll find out now if Maryland has 
the football spirit or whether the coach had a lot to do 
with winning. 
Maryland's biggest surprise was finding out that the 
Terps did not have the number one team in the nation. 
It appears to me that they found it out the hard way when 
the Oklahoma team decided to play football. 
HOME SCHEDULE??? 
It certainly looks as if the Tigers will be minus crowds 
at their home games when the next football season rolls 
around. Even though this schedule, which finds Pres- 
byterian, Furman, Virginia Tech and Virginia as the on- 
ly home games, looks simple enough, there is a rough 
time over the hill for the Tigers when they take the road. 
Clemson plays Florida, N. C. State, Wake Forest, South 
Carolina, Maryland and Miami all on the road. Of the 
ten game schedule, five are conference games. As soon 
as it can be arranged there will be at least six conference 
games on each ACC team schedule. This will give more 
teams a better home schedule every year. 
Even though Coach Howard has scheduled five con- 
ference teams for next year, he looks forward to the 
time when he can have both the other teams—North Car- 
olina and Duke—on the agenda. 
Tigers To Engage 
Strong UNC Team 
The Clemson Tiger basketball 
team will attempt to upset the 
high favored University of North 
Carolina Tar Heels Saturday 
night in the Clemson College 
Field House. This will be their 
second meeting of the season, 
but this time the odds are more 
nearly even because of the recent 
upsurge of Clemson power which 
has been present in the past few 
games and in the tournaments 
during the Christmas Holidays. 
North Carolina comes to Clem- 
son with a strong squad which' 
has gained in potentiality since 
the beginning of the season, 
mostly because of their play in 
the Big Four • league which in- 
cludes N. C. State, Wake Forest, 
and Duke, .three of the strongest 
teams in the South. 
North Carolina's Lennie Ros- 
enbluth is the key man on the 
offensive end of the Tar Heel 
team, while he is a red hot can- 
didate for All American honors 
in college basketball this season. 
Rosenbluth, a superior marks- 
man and a junior at UNC, is 
well out in front in team scor- 
ing (he topped the Dixie Classic 
and is leading in the Atlantic 
Coast Conference), even though 
he is used sparingly when a foe 
is outclassed. That happened 
against LSU, beaten by 95-69, 
but Rosenbluth hit with near 50 
per cent accuracy from the floor 
when he was in and collected 18 
points. At the present he is 
averaging over 20 points per 
game. 
Besides Rosenbluth, the Tar 
Heels are stacked .with four other 
fine shots for more fire power 
than in just one spot. Pete Bren- 
nan, Joe Quigg, Jerry Vayda and 
Tommy Kearns are all excellent 
point gathers. 
For the Tar Heels there will 
probably be the five that have 
been mentioned above in the 
starting line up while they have 
on relief several more sharp- 
shooters. Bob Young is one of 
the most depended upon as in 
the L. S. U. game when he went 
into the game as a sub to score 
16 points. He made good 8 out 
of 16 tries for a 50 per cent 
hitting average. 
For the'Tigers there will prob- 
ably be the same group of start- 
ers that beat Carolina, Miami, 
and several other teams in the 
tournaments. Bill Yarborough 
will pace the Tigers as the sen- 
ior member and captain while 
his running mates will probably 
be Vince Yockel, Tom Cameron, 
Gene Seay and Tommy Smith. 
All of these boys have twelve 
good games behind them with 
Yockel leading the scoring for 
the entire team. 
So far this year, Yockel has 
had an average of 19.3 points per 
game by hitting 21 points. -For 
the field goals Vince has at- 
tempted 208 to connect with 93 
for a .447 percentage. In his foul 
shots, Vince has tossed 69 and hit 
45 for the highest number, while 
Yarborough is close behind him 
with 44 out of a possible 75. 
Out of 12 games, Yarborough 
is sharing the high scoring hon- 
ors in 5 contests with Yockel. 
The reserve strength for the 
Tigers lie in four men who have 
been strong in their showings 
thus far as substitutes. Ed 
Brinkley, Dick Yeary, Bill Riser 
and Bruce Holzschuh are the 
second teams strong arms, and 
all will most probably see action 
against the Tar Heel quintet. 
The Clemson boys have had a 
rough time of it for the past 
three games when they met 
Maryland, Duke and now North 
Carolina in succession. This will 
be their fourteenth game of the 
season and the fifth home game. 
The gymnasium stands are ex- 
pected to be filled with specta- 
tors for this event and the stu- 
dents will compose a large por- 
tion of the crowd. Clemson stu- 
dents are admitted to this game, 
as all games of the season play- 
ed in the Clemson Field House, 
on their identification cards. 
Tom Cameron uses Vince Yockel as a shield    boys are high in the scoring column for the 
as he drives under the basket to capture two      Tigers this season, 
points in tile Maryland game.    Both of these 
Terps Overcome Tigers 
In A Hard Fought Battle 
Much Improvement 
Shown During Games 
When the Clemson College campus closed down iot~ 
the Christmas holidays, there were many remarks con- 
cerning the possibilities of the Tiger basketball team to 
come out anywhere near on top in any of the bowl game! 
or tournaments in which they were to participate. 
Now that the games are over 
The University of Maryland, tall and strong, rolled in- 
to South Carolina for a two-game stand and put the 
shackles on the Clemson Tigers with a scoring spree by 
Bob O'Brien to win 71-63. 
The Tigers leading at one time 
by eleven points, but were forced 
into their seventh defeat of the 
season by O'Brien's almost mi- 
raculous shooting from the out- 
side. O'Brien took nearly all 
of his shots from the middle of 
the court nearer the center line 
than the free throw circle.    He 
Clemson Swimmers 
Have Good Start 
So far this season the Clem- 
son swimming team has an even 
record, with two wins and two 
losses. 
In the first outing of the year, 
Clemson topped East Carolina 52- 
32, but followed by dropping a 
meet to the University of Geor- 
gia. 
Then the Tigers met the North 
Carolina State team, which holds 
the Atlantic Coast Conference 
championship. Led by the Wolf- 
pack's Dick Fagden, who set a 
new American record of 2:23.9 
for the 200-yard orthodox 
breaststroke, State defeated 
Clemson 53-30. 
In their most recent meet, the 
Tigers captured every first place 
to down Wofford 63-19. Clem- 
son's leading scorers to date are 
Wes Millard, Tick Hendee, G. H. 
Bumgardner, Hugh Dowdle, and 
Joel Porcher. 
These boys have all worked 
hard for a good swimming team 
this year and seemed to have 
earned their wishes. Clemson is 
known to have very inadequate 
sistent performer, led the Tigers 
into a recovery attempt. Using 
a full court press on the Terps, 
Clemson regained some of their 
lost points to wind up only eight 
points behind the ACC power- 
house. 
Yarborough came through 
with sixteen points to lead the 
Tigers, while Tommy Smith had 
13 and Vince Yockel, who leads 
the Tigers in scoring, racked 11. 
The Tigers now have a 6-6 
record and hope to upset either 
Duke or North Carolina this 
week -in order to better their 
.500 nercentage.   In the ACC the 
Tigers have a ,1-4 record beating 
only Virginia, while losing to N. 
C. State 100-83, North Carolina 
73-58, Duke 97-63, and Mary- 
land. 
Vince Yockel is tops for the 
Tigers so far with a 19.3 aver- 
age in twelve games. Teamed 
with Yarborough (18.1), Tom 
Cameron (14.8), and Gene Seay 
(11.9), Yockel has lead the Ti- 
gers in a majority of their games. 
He holds the season title in re- 
bounds with 19 against North 
Carolina. The Tigers played 
Duke last night, which should 
have proven to be a fine ^ame. 
even though the Blue Devils up- 
set N. C. State lei'. \ 
ranked in the top ten in the na- 
tion. Saturday night, the ii„ji 
take i on another ranked team, 
North Carolina. 
and Clemson has proven itself 
in as much as the potentiality 
that is present with the hard- 
wood five, the ideas have 
changed. Part of the change in 
ideas is due to the showing 
that the Tigers gave in the Carr- 
ousel Tournaments in Charlotte 
on the 19th, 20th, and 21st of 
December against Florida State, 
Tennessee and Wake Forest, 
even though they lost to the 
Deamon Decons in the final 
game. 
In the first game that Clemson 
played in the tournament was 
with Florida State, the Tigers 
came out on top by a score of 94- 
76. 
Bill Yarborough was the high 
scorer with a total of 25 points 
while both Vince Yockel and 
Tom Cameron were close behind 
him with 23 and 20 points re- 
spectively. 
In this game the Clemson teaia 
scored their highest number of 
field goals to date. This was 36, 
which was passed by Bill Yar- 
borough. 
The second game of the series 
was a close one between the 
Tigers and the Tennessee Vols. 
The Clemson basketeers edged 
out the Tennessee boys in the 
waining minutes of the game 
with a three point lead of 89 
over the Vols 86 points. In this 
close game the Tigers saw the 
daylight of a victory as Vince 
Yockel led the way with a siz- 
zling 22 points while Gene Seay 
was close behind and pushing 
him hard with 21. Yarborough 
was the third high scorer with 
16. 
The final game for the Tigers 
in the 1955 Caroussel Tourna- 
ments was with Wake Forest, 
The Deacons had a hard driving 
team which was able to outclass 
the fired-up Tigers in a fast 
action game. When the buzzer 
sounded at the end of the game, 
the Wake Forest quintet was out 
front 19 points. This was the 
hardest game of the three for 
both the Tigers and the Wake 
Forest five. 
This game found the scoring 
honors  reversed  for  the  Tigers 
over the last game. Seay wai 
high man with 22 while Yockel 
was behind him with 21. Yar- 
borough was again in the third 
highest with 19 points to hit 
credit. Tom Cameron added hi» 
help to the losing team with 
eleven good points. 
From Charlotte the Tiger* 
journeyed to the sunny land ol 
the South down to Jacksonville, 
Fla., where they took part la 
the Gator Bowl festivities. Clem- 
son defeated both teams that 
they encountered in the sunny 
Southland and took all honor*. 
In the first game, the Tigeri 
broke the century mark for tht 
first time this year when they 
trounced the Louisiana State Un- 
iversity in a high scoring gamt 
for both teams. The final seort 
found Clemson a five point edge 
over LSU by 100-95. 
Yockel was the high man on 
the totem pole for the Tigeri 
this time as he looped 23 points. 
Tom Cameron followed him with 
20 while Seay came in third with 
16. Dick Yeary got into the act 
for good in this game as he net- 
ted 12 good points for the Ti- 
gers. 
The second game found tht 
Tigers clawing at their old ri- 
vals from the University of 
South Carolina. The Gamecocks 
had their tail feathers picked ai 
the Clemson lads poured on the 
steam to drop them 94-87. Vince 
Yockel made the high scoring a 
habit as he climbed way up tht 
ladder for 31 points, his highest 
score thus far. Yarborough, 
Cameron, Smith and Brinkley 
were the next highest with 14, 
15, 15 and 10 respectively. 
The Tigers left Florida to 
travel westward to the state of 
Alabama and the city of Mo- 
bile to be the guest of the an- 
nual Senior Bowl tournaments. 
There they met the Spring Hill 
team and found that they were 
a little outclassed. The Spring 
Hill five defeated the Tiger bas- 
keteers by a score of 102 to 91. 
In this high scoring contest, Yar- 
borough got back into the , high 
scoring honors with a hot 33 
(Conitnued on page 5) 
VINCE YOCKEL 
had 33 points to lead the Terps 
and to gain honors as high scorer 
of the night almost doubling the 
efforts of Clemsons high scorer 
Billy  Yarborough. 
OBrien seemed to laugh at the 
Tigers' eleven point lead to go 
on a shooting spree that pushed 
the Terps ahead at the halfway 
marker 38-34, This seems to be 
the downfall of the Tigers, since 
they have won all of their six 
games when leading at half time 
with one notable exception. That 
was when they played Carolina 
for the Gator Bowl Champion- 
ship. 
However, the Terps were far 
from being a one-man team. 
They used their great height to 
control the backboards and pre- 
vent Clemson from racking up a 
bigger lead than they did. 
O'Brien's constant bombardment 
(he hit f,or 33 points and a 60% 
accuracy) and the height of the 
Marylanders pushed them into a 
15 point lead early in the second 
half. 
Bud Miliken had his men use 
the "freeze", which was so suc- 
cessful against nationally ranked 
George Washington. At this 
point,' the Tigers, befuddled by 
the accuracy of the Terp whiz, 
grew indignant and allowed 
themselves to stay open for the 
Terps to gain a larger lead. 
The crowd of 3000 were also 
indignant, and they helped the 
Tiger cause by reacting violently 
to the tactics. 
Clemson steadied down,, and 
Bill Yarborough, their only con- 
swimming facilities along with 
very little support from the out- 
side at both their meets and 
practicing. Coach Carl McHugh 
has devoted much of his time 
beyond the call of duty of a 
coach. , 
Coach McHugh has his hopes 
for some day a new swimming 
pool to be built on the Clemson 
campus where it will be as much 
a part of the new Clemson as 
anything else. 
EARN '25! 
Cut yourself in on the Lucky 
Droodle gold mine. We pay $25 
for all we use—and for a whole 
raft we don't use! Send your 
Droodles with descriptive titles. 
Include your name, address, col- 
lege and class and the name and 
address of the dealer in your col- 
lege town from whom you buy | cigarettes most often. Address: 
Lucky Droodle, Box 67A, Mount 
Vernon, N. Y. 
CARILISSLT IRONED 
HANDKMCHIIF 
Kimmo Kautto 
U. of Indiana 
START OF SKI JUMP 
AS JEIN »Y SKIIt '■ . 
Carol Newman 
XT. of New Hampshire 
LUCKIES TASTE BETTER - Cleaner, Fresher, Smoother. 
OA.T. Co.     PRODUCT Or AMERICA'S   LEADING   MANUFACTURER  OP   CIGARETTES 
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Tigs Announce 
Tough Schedule 
The Clemson Tigers will play a rugged 10-game foot- 
ball schedule in 1956, according to information recently 
released by Athletic Director Frank Howard. The Tig- 
ers are dropping three of their '55 foes, but are picking up 
a trio of teams which will make the slate this year just 
as tough as the one this past season when Clemson won 
seven and lost three. 
Being added to . the schedule 
for this year are Florida, North 
Carolina State, and Miami. These 
three are replacing Georgia, 
Rice, and Auburn. The addition 
of State to .the schedule brings 
to five "the 'number of Atlantic' 
Coast Conference teams which 
the Tigers will play. 
Four .of the'ten games will.be 
played in Memorial Stadium. 
The home schedule will include 
Presbyterian, Virginia Tech, Vir- 
giniaj and Furmarr with Florida, 
State, Wake Forest, South Caro- 
lina, Maryland, and Miami being 
road games. 
Clemson will have its tradi- 
tional opener with'Presbyterian 
on the night of September 22. 
The following week the Tigers 
will travel to Gainesville," Flo- 
rida, for a game with the Florida 
Gators who hold an eight to 
three edge over Clemson in pre- 
vious games. Clemson won the 
last game between the two 
schools, 14 to 7, played in 1954. 
The next game, North Carolina 
State, will find Clemson playing 
its first conference game of the 
year in "Raleigh, North Carolina, 
OH Oetober 6. The Wolipack is 
coming back ori the schedule for 
the first time since -1951 when 
Clemson won 6 to 0.- This will 
be the twenty-ninth meeting be 
tween the two institutions with 
the Tigers holding a decided 20- 
7-1 advantage. 
The Tigers will return to 
North • Carolina the following 
Saturday, October 13, for a game 
With the Wake Forest Deacons 
in Winston-Salem. The series 
with the Deacs has proven to 
be one of the most interesting 
of any on the Clemson schedule 
from the spectator point of view. 
The Tigers possess five straight 
wins over the Wake eleven, the 
most recent being a 19-13 deci- 
sion. The Country Gentlemen 
hold a thirteen to eight lead in 
the  twenty-one-game  series. 
The Tigers will face their third 
straight ACC foe on October 25, 
at the annual "Big Thursday" 
game in Columbia against South 
Carolina. This series is the long- 
est of any on the schedule, dating 
back to 1896. The Tigers now 
claim thirty victories, twenty 
losses,a and three ties .with 
Gamecocks. 
Coach Howard will bring his 
team back to Memorial Stadium 
for the first time in nearly two 
months on November -3 for the 
clash with the Virginia Tech 
Gobblers. ' Although the rela- 
tionship between Clemson and 
Tech dates back to 1900, only 
thirteen games have been play- 
ed between the two schools. Each 
I team has six wins and one game 
fi has ended in a tie. This game 
observed as Homecom- 
The 
at 
beaten Clemson since '36. 
1937 game ended in a tie. 
The schedule: 
September   22—Presbyterian 
Clemson 
September 29—Florida at 
Gainesville, Fla. 
October 6—N. C. State at 
Raleigh, N. C.    , 
Octpber 13,—Wake. Forest at 
Winston-Salem, N. C. 
October 25—South Carolina at 
.Columbia. -„       ..., 
November 3—Virginia Tech at 
Clemson 
.Novemher 10—Maryland at 
College Park, Md. 
November 16—Miami at Miami, 
Fla  
November .24—-Virginia at 
Clemson  • 
December 1—Furman at Clemson 
Letters Are Awarded 
To Clemson Athletes 
The Clemson Block "C" Club 
recently awarded letters to thir- 
ty-seven members of the foot- 
ball team and six members of 
the cross-country track team for 
their work during the 1955 sea- 
son, according to R. R. Ritchie, 
chairman of the athletic council. 
Receiving the gridiron letter^ 
were Neuf Ankuta, Wingo Avery, 
Bill Barbary, Joe O. Bolt (man- 
ager), Joe Bowen, Donnie Bun- 
ton, Jack Bush, Charlie Bussey, 
Jim Coleman, Billy Few, John 
Grdijan, Earle Greene, Frank 
Griffith, Billy Hudson, Hamp 
Hunter, B. C. Inabinett, and 
Whitey  Jordan. 
Also, Leon Kaltenbach, Don 
King, Walt Laraway, Jim Mc- 
Canless, Lem McLendon, Dick 
Marazza, Billy O'Dell, Joe Pag- 
liei, Buck Priester, Don Rhine- 
hart, Dalton Rivers, Shot Rogers, 
Tommy Sease, Willie Smith, Bob 
Spooner, Johnny Thomason, 
Doug Thompson, Pete Wall, and 
Joel Wells. 
In track, blocks went to Alva 
W. Dickens; Donald E. Jackson, 
Gene Metz, Don Quattlebaum, 
Harold D. Tinsley, and George 
P. Venturella. 
Clemson Relies 
On Yarborough 
By Jerry Ausband 
Sensational—a born basketball player—a good leader— 
good defensive player—deadly eye.   These are the only 
words to describe Walhalla's Billy Yarborough and his 
brilliant basketball achievements. 
Bill has borne the burden of 
Vince Yockel shoots for two points for the Clemson Tigers while 
closely guarded by three Maryland players.    Yockel has been 
th5"t ! instrumental  in   the  improvement  of   the  Clemson   basketball 
team this season: 
holding the Tigers up for the 
last three years, finally breaking 
eleven all time Clemson records 
last year. He burned up the 
country with his sharpshooting, 
ranking fourth in the nation and 
second only to Buzz Wilkinson of 
Virginia in the ACC with a 28.3 
average last year. 
His average is considerably 
lower this year due. to the ad 
dition of several excellent play 
ers who have taken some of the 
load off of Yarborough. How- 
ever, he remains near the top 
of the Clemson roster with a 18.3 
average in twelve games. He is 
outranked only by Vince Yockel. 
Bill, a star on his own Wal 
halla High School basketball 
team in the season of 1951-52 (he 
led them to the Class A basket- 
ball championship in South Car- 
olina), came to the Tigers as 
the most promising and most 
publicised player in prep circles 
in 1952. Ai a freshman, he was 
the only one in his class to break 
into the Clemson starting lineup. 
That year, Bill showed he was 
as good as his advance publicity 
had shown him to be averaging 
7.5 points in 16 games. Of this 
he had a .285 accuracy on field 
goals and a .600 accuracy on free 
throws. 
In his sophomore year he ap- 
peared in seven games averaging 
15.7 points per night. He in- 
creased his free throw average 
by having an accuracy of .666 
in those seven games, making 32 
of 48 tries. His total for the 
year was 110 points, only 10 
points behind his freshman year 
total. 
In winning only two games 
(both over Georgie) last year, 
Billy Yarborough became one of 
the most talked about college 
players in the nation. In 23 
games he averaged 28.3 points 
per game to lead his team, to be 
come second high in the ACC, 
and to rate fourth in the nation 
among the best of the college 
stars. He scored an amazing to- 
tal of 651 points to almost equal 
John Snee's record of 1049 points 
from 1949 through 1952. His 
freethrow accuracy increased^ to 
.793 and hit for 247 field goals 
out of 623 tries. 
Last year in the ACC tourney 
in  Raleigh,  N.  C,  Yarborough 
played only one game and that 
against N. C. State, one of the 
roughest teams in the country 
He did so well in that one per- 
formance, scoring 34 points, in 
the losing cause, that he was 
named to the Tournament Sec- 
ond team. 
In post-season polls, he was. 
named to the All ACC second 
team. At the end of the year, 
he was third in free throw ac- 
curacy in the ACC. 
Eleven records were broken 
by this whiz in the 1954-55 sea- 
son. He took over the individual 
all -time records as the player 
who scored the most points, 46, 
against South Carolina. He was 
also high man for the all time 
Tigers with 17 field goals against 
Carolina in 1955. He also at- 
tempted more shots than any 
other Tiger ever has against 
State when he tried 42 shots. 
On the season Bill topped all 
the TJger basketballers for all 
time with 651 points in one sea- 
son, the best scoring average, the 
best free throw average, most 
field goals, and the most free 
throws in one season. This year, 
although the pressure has been 
taken off Bill by some of the 
other players, Yarborough has 
scored 87 field goals,Reaving him 
only 127 behind Johji Snee who 
holds   the   all   time  record   for 
Relaxing afer the All-SJar ganie, victorious 
South Team members enjoy a bit of social life 
at the Key Biscayne Hotel on Keys Biscayne, 
Florida, before returning home. Shown play- 
ing a round of golf are, standing from left: 
George   Welsh,  coach  and   quarterback  with 
Navy; Nick Consoles of Ware Forest; B. C. 
Inabinet of Clemson; and Carl Brazell of' 
Carolina, captain of the team. Kneeling i« 
Ron Beagle of Navy. The boys enjoyed a va- 
cation filled with sunbathing, swimming, ten- 
nis and golf. 
U MM 
Outstanding Clemson Center, Avery 
Signs With Hamilton Tiger-Cats 
BILL   YARBOROUGH 
his entire career with 455. Bill 
has broken John Snee's old rec- 
ord of 1049 points in his career 
with 1099 points thus far in .his 
career with 13 games left to go 
in the season. 
Thus far this season, Yar- 
borough holds two records for 
the year, scoring 33 points 
against Spring Hill and the most 
field goals in a single game, 14, 
against Spring Hill. He is aver- 
aging 18.1 points per game, 
which is not bad in any book. 
Bill Yarborough is also the 
holder of three other all time 
records for a career with the 
best scoring average (19.2), most 
free throws (207), and the best 
free throw average (.750). All 
of these totals are through last 
season. It is very possible that 
Bill will break at least one more 
career record, before he gradu- 
ates. 
Bill, a team man all the _ way. 
is not the man to boast, of. his 
abilities. However, the Tigers' 
opp6sition has a right to be wary 
of this sharpshooter Vtho >>=>s 
led the Tigers so capably for the 
past three seasons. 
Everything Photographic 
FANT'S CAMERA 
SHOP/INC. 
"Between the Banks" 
105  E. Whitner  -  CA 4-0707} 
Anderson, S. C. 
SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO. 
ANDERSON, S. C. 
Farm Implements - - Sporting Goods 
"Serving This Section Since  1895" 
J.E.SIRRINECO.JNC. 
—ENGINEERS— 
GREENVtLLE, — SOUTH CAROLINA 
STONE   BROTHERS 
COMPLETE OUTFITTERS TO MEN 
YOUNG WEN AND STUDENTS 
108 N. Main Street Greenville and Suburban   (Branch) 
Pleasantburg Shopping Center, Laurens Road 
Store  . 
Your Musical Headquarters 
Marys Record Shop 
GREENVILLE, S. C. 
23 West Washington Street 526 S. Main Street '; 
I  will be 
£ ing. 
"~ JThe Tigers, as in 1955,''will 
face the two roughest opponents 
on the schedule in .-a row and 
only six days, apart. Clemson 
Will journey to College Park, 
Maryland, on November 10, for 
•     the fifth meeting with the Uni- 
, versify, of Maryland Terrapins 
and the following Friday night, 
November IS, will meet Miami 
in the Orange Bowl. 
The Terps hold an edge over 
Clemson of 0 to 4, with the 1955 
game probably the most excit- 
ing of the brief series. 
Miami and the Tigers meet for 
the fifth time in what should 
prove to be a thrilling match. 
Each team holds a one-point vic- 
tory on the other, both teams 
have a bowl win over the other, 
and the Hurricanes own a three 
to  one   advantage  in  the  four 
, 
-
 previous games'. 
The final two games of the 
season will be played at Clem- 
s'' son with the Tigers meeting Vir- 
ginia November 24 and Furman 
December 1.    Clemson met .the 
. « Cavaliers for the first time this 
past season and won twenty to 
seven, but this will be the for- 
tieth meeting between Clemson 
and Furman. Clemson has a 26- 
10-4 record against Furman with 
'• the Tigers holding thirteen 
straight wins over the Purple 
Hurricane   —   Furman   has   not 
Wingo Avery, one of the most 
powerful linemen and lineback- 
ers in the Alantic Coast Confer- 
ence football league, has accept- 
ed the terms that Coach Joe 
Trimble offered him to play pro- 
fessional football next season 
with the Hamilton Tiger-Cats. 
Trimble, late of the Philadel- 
phia Eagles and now head man 
of the Ontario entry of the Ca- 
nadian loop, was on the campus 
Thursday and Friday talking to 
the seniors who might be inter- 
ested in playing professional 
football in Canada.   - 
Trimble said after signing the 
Newnan, ,Ga., center, "I am very 
happy to sign Wingo Avery. I 
feel that he is one of the finest 
and most overlooked linebackers 
in the South." 
Avery has played three years 
of varsity football for the Ti- 
gers, the last of which he was 
elected co-captain of the squad. 
Wingo was referred to as "an- 
other coach on the field" because 
of his defensive calls. 
Avery was voted the "lineman 
of the week" in four games dur- 
ing the past football season of 
the scheduled ten. Most critics 
consider his best effort being 
against Maryland when he ex- 
ecuted twelve individual tack- 
les. 
Besides his being named for 
the lineman of the Week more 
than any other player of the 
Clemson squad, he wound up the 
year by having the honor of 
"lineman of the year" in South 
Carolina. He was elected to the 
all-state team, second team all 
ACC, and was one of the stand- 
outs for the South in the annual 
Blue-Grey game in Montgomery, 
Ala. 
Wingo is liked by everyone on 
the campus at Clemson and is 
held in the highest esteem by his 
teammates with which he play- 
ed while at Clemson. Wingo is 
a member of the Block "C" club 
and is very active in other extra- 
curricular activities. 
Wingo was injured early in 
his college football career but 
did not let this hinder his per- 
sistency while on the field. He 
is known for his rugged tackling 
and head-long blocking. Clem- 
son fans will certainly be follow- 
ing the big 210 pound center 
when he heads to Canada and 
will be looking to him for some 
more of his exciting football 
playing. 
Even though Wingo has ac- 
cepted an offer for professional 
football in Canada, he will haye 
his heart in the South. 
The end of this semester will 
find Wingo Avery graduating 
from Clemson with a degree in 
education. 
What young people are doing at General Electric 
IMPROVEMENT 
(Continued from page 4) 
points. This is the most points 
scored by a Clemson player this 
season in a single game. Cam- 
eron got 22 while Yockel dropped 
his average a .little with 16. 
The final game for the Tigers 
in Mobile was with Miami. The 
Tigers downed the Floridians 98- 
96 in a sizzler that was close to 
the end. 
Yockel led the scoring in this 
final tournament 'contest with 
30 good points to his credit while 
Cameron was not so close behind 
with 20. Yarborough had 12 
while Seay and Brinkley had 10 
apiece. Yeary also added eight 
points to the Tigers final score. 
These bowl games were all 
played during the holidays and 
■were probably not seen by many 
of the Clemson fans. Even so, 
Clemson has gained respect 
among her foes and will be ready 
for any trouble that comes her 
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Young scientist 
works on new ways 
to improve metals 
Today scientists and engineers face one of 
the toughest barriers of all — the "metal 
barrier." Modern technology has progressed 
so rapidly that today's metals can't meet the 
tremendous demands placed upon them. For 
such fields as aviation, electronics, atomic 
energy, present metals must be improved and 
new kinds of materials must be developed. 
One of the young men playing a role in 
this new and important field is 30-year-old 
Dr. Roland P. Carreker, Jr. 
Carreker's Work Interesting, Vital 
As a research associate in the General Elec- 
tric Research Laboratory's Metals and 
Ceramics facility, Carreker's chief concern 
is the improvement of metals through new 
processing techniques. 
In his work, Dr. Carreker has dealt with 
such important metallurgical problems as 
metal failure in high-speed turbine rotors, 
determining the strength of pure metals 
from —425°F, the temperature of liquid 
hydrogen, to 2,800°F and economic studies 
of new metallurgical processes. 
25,000 College Graduates at General Electric 
When Carreker came to General Electric in 
1947, he already knew the work he wanted 
to do. Like each of' our 25,000 college* 
graduate employees, he is given a chance to 
grow and realize his full potential. For Gen- 
eral Electric has long believed this: When 
fresh young minds are given freedom to > 
make progress, everybody benefits — the in- 
dividual, the company, and the country. 
Educational Relations, General Electric 
Company, Schenectady 5, N. Y. 
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Students At Exam Time 
The map  presented to the library by Mrs.  Mitchell shows the  approximate 
"layout of the Calhonn plantation in the days of its prosperity.   Considerable 
research was done to get the map as accurate as possible.    The inset shows the 
present status of the land surrounding the mansion which is circled. Riggs Hall, 
Olin Hall and the Trustee House are a fe-v of the buildings that can be seen in 
the modern air photo. 
Map Of Calhoun Plantation 
Presented To College Library 
The Clemson College 
Library has recently re- 
ceived the gift of a map en- 
titled Fort Hill, the Planta- 
tion of John C. Calhoun. 
The donor of this gift, Mrs. 
J. H. Mitchell, is the person who 
was instrumental in the task of 
setting down the location of va- 
rious points of interest of the 
original Fort Hill Plantation. 
More than twenty years ago 
Mrs. Mitchell, who was actively 
interested in the restoration of 
the Calhoun Mansion, felt that 
v;ith the passing of time the lo- 
cation of the buildings and 
other places of interest on the 
plantation would be lost to pos- 
terity unless some record was 
made of the plantation as it was 
in the days of John C. Cal- 
houn. 
Mrs. Mitchell felt that what 
was needed was a map which 
would indicate the locations 
of various buildings such as 
the old mill, the slave quart- 
ers, the sheen barn and many 
other features  of the planta- 
tion. The work on the map 
was done over a period of 
years and was finally com- 
pleted in 1938. 
The actual drawing of the 
map was done by a student in 
the Architectural Department. 
In order to have the record as 
accurate as possible, Mrs. Mit- 
chell read all that was available 
on the subject, including letters 
of John C. Calhoun. She con- 
versed with people who had 
been familiar with the planta- 
tion or who knew a great deal 
about its history. Among these 
was Mrs. Prince who had been 
the housekeeper of Thomas G. 
Clemson and who, in 1938, was 
living in Calhoun. Finally, the 
sites of the various locations 
were explored. 
Accompanying the map is a 
paper, The Romance of Fort 
Hill, which traces the history 
of the plantation from the 
original grant of 600 acres of 
land to Robert Tate in 1784 
until the acceptance of the 
bequest of Thomas  G.  Clem- 
Wildlife Club 
Elects Officers 
At a secent meeting of the 
Clemson Wildlife Club, Dr. H. 
J. Webb was elected president 
for 1956. Other officers elected 
for 1956 are as follows: 1st vice- 
president, S. A. Williams, 2nd 
vice president, Nathan S. Newton 
and secretary and treasurer, B. 
J. Todd. 
A very interesting film on 
"The Cottontail" was shown. In 
addition proposed activities of 
the club for 1956 were discussed. 
R.E.WEEK 
(Continued from page 1) 
Dick~Elliott, Remirii; Louis La- 
Marche, Charleston Heights; 
Jack Langston, Hartsville; Dick 
Lee, Sumter; Frank Lundy, Den- 
mark; George Schladensky, 
Clemson; Watt Smith, Rowes- 
ville; Joe Taylor, Arlington, Va.; 
and John Turner, Marion. 
son for the establishment ■ of 
Clemson Agricultural College. 
This paper has been publish- 
ed in the September and Oc- 
tober issues of the South Car- 
olina Magazine. 
Jones, Architectural Educator 
Visits Campus For Two Weeks 
Roy C. Jones, prominent ar- 
chitectural educator, is currently 
at the department of architec- 
ture of Clemson College for two 
weeks as a visiting critic and 
lecturer.. 
Emeritus professor and head 
of  the   school  of  architecture 
at   the   University   of  Minne- 
sota, Jones has served as pres- 
ident of the Associated Schools 
of Architecture and as long- 
time head of the National Ar- 
chitectural Accrediting Board. 
His book "A Study of Archi- 
tectural    Schools"    published 
under    a    Carnegie  grant  in 
1932  was the   first  definitive 
study of architectural educa- 
tion in this country. 
While   at   Clemson,   he   will 
serve   as -guest lecturer   in  the 
professional' practice classes ana 
as a critic and juror in the de- 
sign classes.    He will also con- 
sult with the faculty on curricu- 
lum development in the architec- 
tural  department. 
Jones   joined   the   architec- 
tural faculty of the University 
of Minnesota in 1916 after 
completing undergraduate and 
graduate work at the Univer- 
sity of Pennsylvania and some 
teaching at the University- of 
Illinois. 
Since his retirement in 1952 
he has been, a visiting lecturer 
and critic in architecture at 
many schools including the" Mas- 
sachusetts Institute of echnology, 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
and the Universities of Virginia 
and Pennsylvania. This year he 
will be at Georgia Tech ana 
MIT, in addition to Clemson. 
A prosperous looking man 
driving a baby-blue Cadillac 
eased his car to a halt at a stop 
sign. An old Ford rattled up 
alongside and the driver rolled 
down his window and yelled to 
the man in the Cadillac, "Hi stu- 
pid, what quiz question did you 
miss?" 
The time has again arrived 
when all must beware of any- 
thing that would be detrimen- 
tal to their position in life. For 
once again, it is time to pick up 
our blue books and pencils and 
attack those dreaded exams. We 
must prove onee and for all that 
we know the subject matter and 
are qualified to remove our 
weary bodies from those class- 
rooms we hate the most. 
During   {his     hectic   period 
before • the fatal blow, several 
types of students can be  ob- 
served.     They   each   have     a 
mannerism    that    sets    them 
apart   from   others   and   indi- 
cates their mental abilities. 
The   first   is   the   "studious" 
type.    He is in the minority on 
campus but every campus must 
have   one   to   wreck   the   curve. 
He can always be found in the 
library or in his room studying 
except   when   he   is   attending 
class     or     eating.     He     walks 
around mumbling to himself and 
in complete oblivion of all that 
surrounds him.    He is the first 
in the classroom and the last one 
out  and the first one  into   the 
crazy house. 
The next type is "Desperate" 
Dan." He is the one who re- 
acts the thriller of first and ten 
on the four yard line with the 
score tied and time remaining 
for one play. . In the process of 
proving he has the stuff, he 
fumbles the ball or runs over 
the wrong goal line. He stocks 
up on cigarettes, No-Doz, black 
coffee, and old quizzes and pre- 
pares to absorb in one night 
what it took others months *to 
learn. 
On the day of the quiz he 
stores  his  paper,  pencils  and 
lunch in the bags located con- 
veniently under each eye and 
sallies forth.    That is if he is 
able  to get up and make  it 
as far as the classroom door. 
He  usually   ends  up    cutting 
the quiz.and taking a makeup 
if   he   happens   to   be   lucky. 
These  are twice as hard and 
Frank     Merriwell     gets    an- 
other crack as the title. 
The third category is the smug 
character- who  tries  to  build  a 
false protective wall about him- 
self  by   carrying  on   an   air  of 
confidence.    He is sure to be to 
class early so as to have a good 
choice  of   seats.     (Next  to  the 
brainiest,  naturally.)   He  is  al- 
ways the second to leave for to 
leave first would create suspic- 
ion.     Some   of   these   con-men 
are actually smart.    Others are 
in Arts and Sciences. 
Some believe in the "Flunk 
now and avoid the rush" phil- 
osophy of life. 'He doesn't 
carry hospital insurance and 
is afraid of overtaxing him- 
self. He makes a determined 
bid for glory but soon ends 
up in the nearest bed. There 
he curses the woman who, by 
either deserting him in his 
time of greatest need or stick- 
ing with him, drives him to 
this infamous end. Poor 
grades which grow poorer 
also have an effect on this 
character. 
Then there is the Devil-May- 
Care group. He believes in let- 
ting the devil worry, about it 
because he doesn't. He is an ex- 
pert on homebrew, anatomy, 
and firecrackers. His flashy 
clothes and fancy car indicate 
his true interests in life. He can 
usually be found the night be- 
fore an exam at one of the lo- 
cal joints clearing his mind for 
the next day's work. 
The last type is the "Average 
Student". He is a nice guy 
who goes to -church every Sun- 
day, writes his parents twice a 
week, eats cereal for breakfast 
every morning and has a clean, 
well scrubbed look about him. 
Usually he is very mild man- 
nered all his emotional stability 
deserts him and he sits on the 
panic  button. 
He immediately combines all 
the characteristics of the pre- 
ceding scholars and proceeds to 
create such a rumpus that he 
is soon silenced before he can 
get started. 
Prof: "If I saw a man beating 
a donkey and stopped him from 
doing it, what virtue would I 
be showing?" 
Voice in the back: "Brotherly 
love." 
Peach Council 
Will Meet At 
Clemson House 
The annual meeting of Tht 
South Carolina Peach Council 
will be held at the Clemson 
House on January 24 and 25. Mr. 
E. R. Taylor, president of the 
Council, Mr. Mark Boatwright, 
First Vice-President, and Mr. B. 
E. Gramling, Second Vice-Pres- 
ident will'each preside at a ses- 
sion of the meeting. 
The meeting will open at 10:00 
o'clock Tuesday morning with 
a Welcome Address by Dr. R. F. 
Poole, president of Clemson 
College. The prograrff will con- 
sist of short addresses by offi- 
cials of the Peach Council and' 
other persons connected with the 
peach industry, on a variety ot 
subjects of interest to the peach 
producer. An inspection of the 
college campus is scheduled for 
Tuesday afternoon, and a ban- 
quet is planned for Tuesday- 
night. The last item on the 
agenda will be the business 
meeting and election of new of- 
ficers, following the discussions 
Wednesday morning. 
This  annual meeting is  open 
to   all   members   of   The   South 
Carolina    Peach    Council    ant? 
other peach growers in the state. 
College boy's definition of a 
make parent is "The KIN you 
love to touch." 
Mauldin Chevrolet Company 
YOUR CHEVROLET DEALER 
Pendleton Phone 3821      Clemson Phone 5387 
We Service All Makes and Models 
Pendleton, S. C. 
Like Sports ? 
Read "Red" Canup each day — he is South Carolina's 
BEST!... And his staff covers this whole area. 
Like Pictures ? 
The Independent prints more pictures than 
any newspaper in the state! Sharp, clear pic- 
tures that you can see! 
Like Features ? 
You'll enjoy Dr. Crane, Drew Pearson, Dr. 
Peale, M. B. Camak, Dorothy Dix, Hue Phil- 
lips and other fine columnists. 
Like Comics 
The Independent has the best comics--and more of 
them - - take a look and see for yourself! 
Like Clemson News ? 
A full time staff writer gives the Clemson 
scene in news and pictures each day. No oth- 
er daily keeps you so well informed on hap- 
penings in "Tiger Town". 
Styled by Gilbert Farrar, the world's formost typographer, 
The Independent is "Easy-on-the-eyes" Its type is op- 
tically correct, its print clear and distinct. 
"South Carolina's Most Interesting Newspaper" 
WILTON E. HALL, Publisher 
YOUR BIG RED LETTER DAY 
1. SUPERIOR FILTER 
Only L&M gives you the superior 
filtration of the Miracle Tip, the 
purest tip that ever touched your 
lips. It's white ... all white ... 
pure white! ' 
2. SUPERIOR TASTE 
L&M's superior taste comes from superior tobaccos 
— especially selected for filter smoking. Tobaccos 
that are richer, tastier ... and light and mild. 
